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 Toward a Constructive Theory for
 Anti-poverty Policy

 By BRIAN J. JONES*

 ABSTRACT. What the "ideal" anti-poverty policy is cannot be answered without

 a validated theory of income deprivation. Such a theory is not yet available

 from economics. And sociology cannot yet provide a verified theory of why

 particular people are poor. The cultural and situationist hypotheses offer no

 adequate explanation of poverty and hence billions spent on policies based

 on them produced no results. Network analysis extends the institutionalist

 hypothesis but remains to be validated. However, empirical studies strongly

 suggest (though they do not prove) that structural changes in educational or

 employment opportunity are more realistic than compensatory or general aid

 programs.

 WHAT IS THE IDEAL ANTI-POVERTY POLICY? Even when it is framed in such broad

 terms, the question is unanswerable without a theory of income deprivation.

 Policy "cures" cannot be prescribed without some diagnosis of the problematic

 condition. If educational failure is viewed as a result of inadequate per pupil

 expenditure, the appropriate policy is an increase in school district budgets;

 if the problem is diagnosed to be a consequence of family background, policy

 prescriptions will involve P.T.A. meetings and parental involvement. The in-

 terrelation of societal diagnoses and cures is such an essential point that Alfred

 Kahn has equated them: [social policy is] "an explicit and implicit core of

 principles . . . behind specific programs, legislation, administrative practices,

 or priorities."' Policy is an implemented theory.

 At the present time, neither sociology nor economics has an adequate ex-

 planation of micro-level income differences in society.2 Since we have no verified

 theory of why particular people are poor, it follows by the logic above that

 policy "cures" will be badly informed. This point is distressingly easy to prove.

 It has been widely observed that a major factor in the defeats of the War on

 Poverty was an inadequate theoretical strategy.3 Contemporary public perceptions

 of the "welfare mess" reflect a hodgepodge of programs lacking a coherent

 rationale, and thus lacking any compelling reason for funding. Without an

 accepted theory of why the poor are poor, policy prescriptions must be written

 in the dark.

 The need for an etiology of poverty is the central proposition of this paper.

 * [Brian J. Jones, Ph.D., is assistant professor of sociology at Villanova University, Villanova,

 Pa. 19085, and editor of Social Science Review: An Interdisciplinary Journal, sponsored by
 the university.]

 American Journal of Economics and Sociology, Vol. 43, No. 2 (April, 1984).
 ? 1984 American Journal of Economics and Sociology, Inc.
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 248 American Journal of Economics and Sociology

 The argument will be mounted in three stages. First, the two major paradigms

 of poverty behavior-the culture of poverty and situationism-will be critically

 reviewed in light of the network approach emerging from sociology and eco-

 nomics.4 The second section will consider the practical implications for welfare

 policy of these alternative theories. Third, conceptual developments will be

 discussed in the terms of contemporary moral philosophy. This section argues

 that theoretical understanding could not only rebuild the shaky foundations of

 current poverty policy, but might also provide "a strong moral basis on which

 we can ground . . . our societal goals."5 A final section briefly considers the

 interface of micro-level constructive theory with macro-level theories explaining

 the existence of poverty.

 Theories and Poverty

 ARE THE POOR different from you and me, aside from having less money? Ac-

 cording to the culture of poverty paradigm, not only is the answer yes, but the

 differences actually produce their income deprivation. The attitudes and values

 of the poor are both distinctive and destructive:

 The lower-class forms of all problems are at bottom a single problem: the existence of an

 outlook and a style of life which is radically present-oriented and which attaches no value

 to work, sacrifice, self-improvement, or service to family, friends, or community. Extreme

 present-orientedness, not lack of income or wealth, is the principal cause of poverty.6

 Present-orientation and a host of related traits (such as fatalism, impulsiveness,

 etc.) are viewed as differentiating the culture of the poor from that of the

 middle-class mainstream; the internalization of these traits by poor individuals,

 in turn, keeps them out of the economic mainstream. This paradigm has been

 discredited on two counts. First, there is ". . . very little, if any, support for

 the culture of poverty concept if by the concept is meant that the poor show

 unique characteristics."7 Even if a distinct culture had been empirically associated

 with poverty, attitudinal traits appear to be only weakly related to the behavior

 the culture of poverty supposedly impedes-work.8

 An alternative explanation is that the actions of the poor are a rational response

 to deprived circumstances. According to the situationist paradigm:

 . .. impulse following and a preference for immediate gratification are characteristics of

 lower-class life styles, (but) this behavior derives from the opportunity structure facing the

 poor, rather than from distinctive cultural values on their part.9

 Poverty-producing behavior (notably, low "work effort") is generated by a kind

 of utility calculus within individuals facing a deprived situation. Given the

 statistical unlikelihood of success, why work if it will (very probably) avail one
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 Anti-poverty Policy 249

 nothing? The situationist theory thus shares the culturist view that the poor

 have different orientations toward occupational achievement. Situationism,

 however, sees such anti-achievement attitudes as derived from individual cal-

 culations about one's miserable life-chances. Despite its rejection of culture

 as the cause of poverty-producing differences among the poor, the situationist

 paradigm is vulnerable to a familiar indictment: there is insufficient evidence

 that the poor are different (see above). Furthermore, manpower studies relating

 situational attributes to economic behavior have all too frequently failed to

 support situationist predictions.'0

 It is clear that neither of these rival paradigms constitutes an adequate ex-

 planation of poverty. The very inconclusiveness of the situationist-culturist debate

 suggests that the wrong issues are being discussed. One basic question is

 neglected by both theories: what is the social character of poverty? According

 to the situationists, a poverty population is merely a collectivity of persons

 performing separate (but similar) existential assessments. Such an atomized

 treatment ignores the impact of interpersonal bonds; a sister's approval of work-

 ing for the future, for instance, may change the coefficients in one's own sit-

 uational calculations. Despite its notion that cultural traits are "instilled" into

 those living amid poverty, the culturist approach is similarly superficial in its

 treatment of poverty's social setting. The anti-achievement attitudes and values

 of the slum are somehow internalized by the poor person who, consequently,

 remains poor. But how does the cultural pattern exert its influence? There is

 virtually no attention to the interpersonal patterns which transmit and support

 any living culture.' Both situational and cultural approaches treat social structure

 as a ceterisparibus phenomenon not endogenously involved in the explanation

 of poverty.

 Major theoretical perspectives in both economics and sociology suggest the

 significance of this omission. The institutionalist school of economic thought

 rejects the classical model of rational individualism. Individuals do pursue

 optimal utility, but maximization occurs within a social framework setting the

 boundaries of the situation.12 It is but a short step to view friends, relatives-

 all significant others-as defining these bounds at the micro-level for the poor

 individual.' Such a person's decision-making would therefore unfold within

 specific social structures defining his "situation" according to specific "cultural"

 constraints. Status attainment theory in sociology is similarly suggestive. While

 much of its supportive research has focused on the occupational effects of

 individual traits (such as race, education, etc.), there is also strong support for

 the intergenerational transmission of achievement.'4 A crucial implication for

 the present argument is that "transmission" is a social process; parents and
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 offspring to whom they transmit achievement traits are, after all, socially con-

 nected. A number of reports in this research tradition (some focused directly

 on the lower class) have evidenced the interpersonal impact of nonparental

 relationships as well."5 Such findings question the relevance of a general "cul-

 ture" or "situation." The effects of each would appear to be funnelled through

 the specific social milieu surrounding a given poor individual.

 By demonstrating the involvement of social structure in individual occu-

 pational behavior, institutionalist economics and status attainment sociology

 both indict asocial paradigms of poverty. This indictment has remained implicit,

 though, because of the lack of a conceptual framework which could systematically

 relate the individual behavior of the poor to their specific interpersonal context.

 Enter the concept of the social network:

 The social network encompasses the general structure of informal relationships as well as

 those operating within defined associational structures.. . . Because social networks ramify

 across and between institutions they provide a means of examining the inter-relationships

 of people in different contexts, a feature which the very abstraction necessary in institutional

 analysis precludes.'6

 In its focus on the social bonds connecting individuals, network analysis responds

 to the critique of poverty theories. The institutionalist approach is extended

 by the incorporation of social influences originating outside the economic

 institution. The critical implications of status attainment theory are made explicit

 by attention to the full range of personal relationships-non-parental relatives

 as well as friends-encircling a given poor individual.

 Network analysis has more than this theoretical recommendation. The above

 discussion shows that major economic and sociological theories point to the

 potential of the network approach to close a crucial gap in the poverty paradigms.

 By filling the social structural void of culturism and situationism, network research

 on the poor seems to be realizing that empirical potential. A number of recent

 reports have revealed the involvement of poor individuals in elaborate social

 patterns that are adapted to the exigencies of poverty. Specifically, these networks

 impose on their members normative demands for material aid which are re-

 ciprocated as each person is in need. Stack argues that such micro-structures

 are admirably suited to situational economic emergencies, and may selectively

 exert cultural influences on the employment behavior of those within the net-

 work.'7 Further developing the latter point, Jones has demonstrated that the

 specific composition of the social network (whether one has more relationships
 with regular than irregular workers, for example) successfully predicts the work

 effort of poor persons sharing the same general culture and situation.'8

 These selected results support a still-developing network paradigm. While
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 the data should not be considered definitive at this stage, they clearly warrant
 three conclusions. First, poor individuals are enmeshed in social structures

 culturally adapted to their unique economic situation. Second, such networks

 do not seem to be uniform in their impact on the behavior which other poverty

 paradigms are most concerned with, namely employment. The varying cultural
 contents of their network relations do impinge upon poor individuals' relations

 with the world of work. Third, the repeated appearance of culturist and situ-

 ationist terms in the preceding conclusions suggests that the network concept

 may subsume the other poverty paradigms. The emerging hypothesis is that

 network effects on the socioeconomic situation depend on the specific cultural
 standards inside a poor individual's social circle.

 II

 Theories and Poverty Policy

 THERE IS MORE INVOLVED in this discussion than academic criticism of prevailing

 paradigms in the light of an emerging one. Each theory of the nature of poverty

 strongly suggests the appropriate content of anti-poverty policy. The intellectual

 choice of a poverty theory therefore bears on the practical choice of a welfare

 program.

 Consider the policy implications of the situationist theory. According to this

 thoroughly individualistic view, each poor person rationally assesses life-chances,

 then acts to maximize personal benefit. The theoretical premise leads directly
 to a programmatic conclusion: design welfare policies which would enhance

 the cost/benefit situation confronting specific subtypes of the poor. Individuals

 in each program category would then atomistically adapt to the changed situation

 by pursuing personal interests that coincide with policy goals. Programs for

 poor males, for instance, should increase the personal payoff of work effort
 and increase the opportunity cost of leisure; these individuals would then be
 led by policy's "invisible hand" into the labor force. To capitalize on such

 maximizing behavior, policy should be tailored to the diversity of poverty sit-

 uations, ideally creating program categories for each type of poor individual.

 The implications of the culture of poverty theory for policy are a bit more
 indirect. Begin with the premise that the cultural tenets of the poor are sub-

 stantially different from those of the nonpoor. As impoverished persons me-

 chanically internalize these general traits, each poor individual carries a handicap

 in the pursuit of economic independence. The cultural differences thus become

 a character flaw. Although this flaw may not be any one poor person's fault, it
 is best dealt with through programs which fill culturally-caused deficits at the
 individual level:
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 . . . there is a terrifying sameness in programs that arise from this kind of analysis. In

 education, we have programs of "compensatory education" to build up the skills and attitudes

 of the ghetto child, rather than structural changes in the schools. In race relations we have

 social engineers who think up ways of "strengthening" the Negro family, rather than methods

 of eradicating racism. As we might expect, the logical outcome of analyzing social problems

 in terms of the deficiencies of the victim is the development of programs aimed at correcting

 those deficiencies.19

 Since the theory views the cause of poverty to be individual involvement in

 a subculture, structural changes in economic and social institutions are un-

 warranted. The radically different departure points of the culturist and situationist

 theories thus arrive at the same policy destination: design categorical programs

 for subtypes of poor individuals.

 The inadequacy of the culturist-situationist theories-and the inadequacy of

 programs based upon them-has stimulated economic and sociological efforts

 to develop a more valid model of poverty behavior. One of the most ambitious

 interdisciplinary efforts is the federally-sponsored income maintenance research.

 In what has been described as "the most extensive social experimentation ever

 conducted," this set of projects has examined the impact of various guaranteed

 income plans upon the work effort and selected other traits of poor families.20

 While the interpretation of results is still a matter of some controversy, the

 focus here concerns a straightforward feature of research design. By definition,

 these welfare experiments admit into their treatment groups only a tiny subset

 of the poor at each sampling site. The selective allocation of individuals to

 treatment (and control) conditions is advantageous for experimental comparison,

 but there are two related-and crucial-disadvantages. First, the experimental

 subjects remain members of social networks which have been shown to influence

 many of the experimental variables, notably work effort (see above); second,

 the other network members generally are not experimental subjects, and face

 an unchanged economic situation. The networks can therefore be expected to

 impose upon experimental subjects the normative demands that have proven

 so functional in adapting to the exigencies of the former's unchanged poverty.

 One of the principal investigators in the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance

 Experiments (the most extensive and expensive of all the federally-funded

 projects) suggested that the operation of the aid-networks described by Stack

 could explain the counter-hypothetical behavior of poor subjects.21 The essential

 point is this: the behavior of individuals inside experimental categories is not

 independent of their social networks which reach beyond the categories. While

 the research was designed to test the responses of randomly-assigned individuals

 to a changed eligibility situation, their behavior seems to reflect the cultural

 demands of ineligible relatives and friends whose situation is still impoverished.
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 rhe immediate relevance of this brief critique concerns the implications for

 public policy. Note the parallel between the design of the income maintenance

 experiments and the design of anti-poverty programs espoused by culturist/

 situationist theories. In both cases, selected subsets of poor persons are to

 receive benefits within categories specifically designed to change their individual

 behavior; in both cases, social networks have been empirically observed crossing

 such categorical boundaries to influence actions of the individuals within. The

 common fallacy is in the atomistic conception of the poor. The network approach

 to poverty highlights a truth that has been accepted at least since the Hawthorne

 research: people do not make income support (or "work effort") decisions

 alone. Nevertheless, this discredited assumption is the very basis of the programs

 recommended by situationist and culturist theories, and it is the basis of publicly-

 supported research to model the effects of poverty policy. Network analysis by

 no means offers a finished paradigm of poverty, but it does add substance to

 the critique of individualistic theories and programs. The presently established

 fact is that program categories are socially permeable, that material resources

 and decisions about work effort flow along social structures operating "over

 the head" of individual attributes. At a minimum, this network conceptualization

 severely indicts the fragmented category-by-category approach of current an-

 tipoverty policy. While there is a pressing need for further data specifically

 linking networks to work behavior, current conclusions are that, a) poverty

 appears to be related to social processes transcending personal attributes and,

 consequently, b) public policy should be geared above the individual level.

 Structural changes in educational or employment opportunity would seem more

 realistic (and thus more effective) than compensatory programs "targeted" for

 individual skill deficits. Similarly, general aid programs (such as a guaranteed

 annual income) are more likely to encompass the network structures of poverty

 than are categorical programs (such as Aid for Families with Dependent Children,

 public housing, etc.) which draw false boundaries around aggregates of poor

 individuals.

 III

 Toward a Constructive Theory of Poverty

 IT IS WORTH RESTATING the point that network research on poverty is suggestive

 rather than definitive. Although the data may threaten the theoretical foundation

 of current welfare programs, network analysis is now more an approach than

 a fully-developed paradigm. The central thesis of this paper is the indispensability

 of a systematic theory of poverty. Whether such an explanation is to emerge

 from network analysis or not, the growing recognition of the need for a poverty
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 theory is reflected in the $100 million of public funds that have been spent on

 the income maintenance research. More compelling testimony can be found

 in the billions of dollars misspent on categorical programs lacking a coherent
 theoretical strategy.22

 In sum, an effective explanation of poverty would provide a sounder intel-

 lectual base for effective anti-poverty policy. This is not all. A number of scholars

 have recently been applying the methods of analytic philosophy to social issues,

 including welfare.23 A major goal in this integration of philosophical and social

 scientific perspectives is the development of moral justifications for public

 policy. The contention of the present section is that a verified theory of poverty

 would not only lay a cognitive foundation for efficient programs, but could also

 provide an ethical grounding for the welfare system.

 Consider a fundamental distinction between moral models articulated by
 legal philosopher Ronald Dworkin. The "natural" model uses as a basis for

 social ethics "a moral faculty . . . which produces concrete intuitions of political

 morality in particular situations."24 The ethical status of poverty, then, is an

 objective reality which can be found in people's personal reactions to it. By
 contrast, a "constructive" moral model depends less on personal intuition and
 more on theoretical construction:

 This model treats intuitions or convictions as stipulated features of a general theory to be

 constructed, and not as clues to the existence of independent moral principles. It makes
 the assumption that men and women have a responsibility to fit the particular judgments
 that they accept and use into a coherent set of principles or a theory.25

 The key distinction is in the method for establishing the ethical status of social

 issues. For the natural model, the method is a simple reading of popular con-

 victions; for the constructive model, the judgment of morality vs. immorality
 depends on theoretical justification.

 Dworkin's position against the natural model is well-supported by popular

 misconceptions of the poverty issue. Studies have consistently shown public

 opinion to view the poor as predominantly unemployed able-bodied blacks

 when, in fact, the majority of the poor are white, and the vast majority either

 work or are outside employable ages.26 These fallacies are damaging to the
 natural model because the objective reality of poverty runs directly counter to

 such popular "intuitions." Moral judgments so rendered will be distorted, thus

 distorting the ethical basis of public policy. Popular misperceptions about the

 nature of poverty are generally associated with value-judgments: the poor are
 lazy, welfare recipients are chiselers, etc. Since the burden of immorality falls

 on poor individuals themselves, the ethical responsibility of the State should
 be minimal. If the natural conception were correct, anti-poverty policy should

 consist of aid cutbacks and rigid eligibility requirements so that the poor would
 reclaim their ethical responsibility and fend for themselves.
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 Such natural conceptions are patently incorrect, but-as has been demon-

 strated above-no social science paradigm is yet available to fill the gap of

 explanation. Lacking an adequate theory of poverty, we lack the constructive

 model which, in Dworkin's words: ". . . presupposes that articulated consistency

 . . .is essential to any conception of justice."27 The current disarray of anti-

 poverty policy reflects its lack of theoretical-and, hence, moral-foundations.

 Whether the promising network approach ultimately provides a developed

 theory of poverty or that theory emerges from some other conceptual source,

 such a model is doubly desirable: it would provide a sounder intellectual and

 ethical base from which to launch "Wars on Poverty."
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 New Economic History Review

 THE CENTER for Constitutional Studies in Madrid, Spain, has announced the
 appearance of a new journal for economic history, La Revista de Historia Econ-

 omica. It hopes to become the principal medium of communication for scholars

 specializing in the Hispanic and Latin American areas. Professor Gabriel Tortella

 is the editor. An annual subscription is 1,800 pts. in Spain, $24 in Portugal, the

 Philippines and Latin America and $25 in other countries. The address: Plaza
 Marina Espaiiola, 9, Madrid 13, Spain.
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